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I. General Information
A.

B.

PURPOSES
1.

To establish a standard of support for children consistent with the reasonable
needs of children and the ability of parents to pay.

2.

To make child support orders consistent for persons in similar circumstances and
set child support amounts based on the factors in A.R.S. § 25-320.

3.

To give parents and courts guidance in establishing child support orders and to
promote settlements.

4.

To comply with state law (Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S. § 25-320) and
federal law (42 United States Code, § 651 et seq., 45 Code of Federal
Regulations, § 302.56) and amendments, if any.

PREMISES
1.

These guidelines apply to all children, whether born in or out of wedlock, and
their parents.

2.

Support provided to other persons for whom the parent has no legal duty of
support, such as the parent’s stepchildren or parents, provides no basis for
adjusting the amount of child support due under these guidelines.

3.

Because child support has priority over other financial obligations, the existence
of other obligations generally provides no reason for deviating from the
guidelines. The guidelines themselves explain how to take account of other legal
support obligations in calculating the support required for the children to whom
they are being applied.

4.

A parent who pays or receives child support may also be entitled to spousal
maintenance. A court establishing both child support and spousal maintenance
shall first determine the appropriate amount of spousal maintenance and then
follow the provisions of these guidelines in taking spousal maintenance into
account in setting the amount of child support.

5.

Child support is set in equal monthly amounts. Therefore, monthly figures are
used to calculate the child support obligation. Average monthly figures should be
used when income or expense amounts fluctuate over the course of a year.
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6.

C.

The child support calculation is based on adjusted gross income, as defined in
these guidelines.

PRESUMPTION AND APPLICATION
These guidelines apply to all actions involving establishment of current or past child
support or modification of child support. The court shall order the amount determined
under these guidelines absent a deviation pursuant to Section IV(A).
Except for defaults or as otherwise agreed upon by the parties, all child support orders
entered after December 31, 2010, shall be made pursuant to these guidelines, whether
they be original orders or modifications of pre-existing orders, unless the court
determines otherwise based on good cause shown. In cases of default, the guidelines in
effect at the time of filing the action will be used. The parties may agree to use either the
guidelines in effect at the time of filing the action or those in effect at the time the order
is entered.
A substantial variance between an existing child support order and an amount resulting
from application of the new guidelines may be considered evidence of a substantial and
continuing change of circumstances for purposes of a modification. A variance of at least
15% would be evidence of a substantial and continuing change of circumstances.

D.

BASIS OF GUIDELINES
The Arizona Child Support Guidelines are based on the financial resources and needs of
the child and of each parent, the standard of living the child would have enjoyed in a
two-parent household, and the allocation of parenting time, as contemplated by A.R.S. §
25-320(D). They reflect a systematic consideration of the impact of parental separation
on the parents and their children to achieve outcomes that are fair to the child and both
parents. For a detailed description of the methodology used to construct these guidelines
see the Child Support Guidelines Review Committee’s Final Report and
Recommendations located at:
http://www.azcourts.gov/cscommittees/ChildSupportGuidelinesReviewCommittee.aspx

E.

DEFINITIONS
These definitions are for the purpose of these guidelines only.
Adjusted Gross Income – Gross income adjusted as provided in Section II(D). This may
differ from adjusted gross income for tax purposes.
Basic Support Amount – The amount found in the Basic Support Amount Look-Up
Tables for the parents’ adjusted gross incomes and the number of children. The tables are
provided at:
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http://www.azcourts.gov/cscommittees/ChildSupportGuidelinesReviewCommittee.aspx
and are part of these guidelines. The calculator provides the Basic Support Amount
automatically. Information regarding locating the Basic Support Amount for manual
calculations can be found in Addendum D.
Calculator – The child support calculator located on the website of the Arizona Supreme
Court website at:
http://www.azcourts.gov/cscommittees/ChildSupportGuidelinesReviewCommittee.aspx
Children of Other Relationships – Children of either parent who are not the subject of
this particular child support determination.
Child’s Parents – Adults who have a legal obligation to support the child under Arizona
law.
Custodial Parent – The parent with greater parenting time unless the parents share equal
parenting time.
Equal Parenting Time – Parenting time is considered equal for purposes of these guidelines
when each parent has at least 170 days per year of parenting time.

Final Support Order – The child support award entered by the court after applying the
guidelines.
Gross Income – Income as defined in Section II(A), (B), and (C). This may differ from
gross income for tax purposes.
Guideline Support Amount – The Preliminary Support Amount adjusted for child care
expenditures, health insurance premiums, educational costs, and expenses for
extraordinary children, as described in Section II(J).
Guideline Obligee – The parent who would receive the Guideline Support Amount.
Guideline Obligor – The parent who would pay the Guideline Support Amount.
Noncustodial Parent – The parent with less parenting time unless the parents share equal
parenting time.
Parenting Time – The number of days per year that a parent has physical custody of the
child, as calculated under Section II(F).
Parenting Time Adjustment – An adjustment to the Basic Support Amount to reflect
parenting time as calculated under Section II(F).
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Parent’s Worksheet for Child Support Amount – (Also referred to as the “worksheet.”)
The worksheet is a printable version of the entries and amounts from the calculator. A
worksheet for calculating child support manually is located in Addendum C.
Phase-In Support Order - The monthly transitional child support award determined
under Section V(D) of these guidelines.
Preliminary Obligee – The parent who would receive the Preliminary Support Amount.
(This is an intermediate step to determining the Final Support Order.)
Preliminary Obligor – The parent who would pay the Preliminary Support Amount.
(This is an intermediate step to determining the Final Support Order.)
Preliminary Support Amount – The Basic Support Amount adjusted for parenting time.
(This is an intermediate step to determining the Final Support Order.)
Support Obligee – The parent ordered to receive support in the Final Support Order.
Support Obligor – The parent ordered to pay support in the Final Support Order.
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II. Determining the Guideline
Support Amount
A.

INCOME
Basic Principles for Determining the Parental Income Considered in the Guidelines

B.

1.

The child support amount is based on the adjusted gross incomes of the child’s
parents, calculated according to the principles set forth in this section. The income
of a parent's new spouse is not counted or included as income of the child’s
parent.

2.

Each parent’s gross income and adjusted gross income is determined as set forth
in this section.

INCLUSIONS TO GROSS INCOME OF PARTIES
1.

Gross income includes income from any source and may include, but is not
limited to, income from salaries, wages, commissions, bonuses, dividends,
severance pay, pensions, interest, trust income, annuities, capital gains, social
security benefits (subject to Section IV(E)) received directly by either parent and
not on behalf of a child, worker's compensation benefits, unemployment
insurance benefits, disability insurance benefits, recurring gifts, and prizes.
Seasonal or fluctuating income shall be averaged. Income from any source that is
not continuing or recurring in nature need not be included as income for child
support purposes.

2.

Cash value may be assigned to in-kind or other non-cash benefits or to recurring
contributions from any sources that reduce living expenses. For example, while
the court may not consider the income of a new spouse, the court may consider
the extent to which contributions from a new spouse, or others, reduce expenses
and, if the court finds that regular or substantial contributions from a new spouse,
or others, reduce living expenses, the court may determine the value of the
reduced expenses and add that amount to the income of that party.

3.

For income from self-employment, rent, royalties, proprietorship of a business, or
joint ownership of a partnership or closely held corporation, gross income means
gross receipts minus ordinary and reasonable expenses required to produce
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income. Ordinary and reasonable expenses include one-half of the selfemployment tax actually paid.
4.

Expense reimbursements or benefits received by a parent in the course of
employment or self-employment or operation of a business shall be included in
gross income if they are significant and reduce personal living expenses.

5.

If a parent is unemployed or working below full earning capacity, the court may
consider the reasons. If earnings are reduced as a matter of choice and not for
reasonable cause, the court may attribute income to a parent up to his or her
earning capacity. If the reduction in income is voluntary but reasonable, the court
shall balance the benefits of that parent’s decisions against the financial detriment,
if any, to the child. If there is no available income information, the court shall
presume that each parent is capable of earning at least the applicable minimum
wage and attribute that amount to the parent. However, the court may decline to
attribute income to either parent. Examples of cases in which it may be
inappropriate to attribute income include, but are not limited to, the following
circumstances:
a.

A parent is physically or mentally disabled,

b.

A parent is engaged in reasonable career or occupational training to
establish basic skills or reasonably calculated to enhance earning capacity,

c.

Emotional or physical needs of a natural or adopted child require that
parent’s presence in the home, or

d.

A parent is incarcerated.

e.

Any other factors beyond the parent’s current control that suggest the
parent’s earning history is not a good indication of that parent’s current
ability to earn income.

The court may reduce the amount of income attributed to a parent by the
reasonable childcare costs that would be necessary to earn that income.

C.

EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME
1.

Gross income does not include sums received as child support or benefits received
from means-tested public assistance programs including, but not limited to,
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), Food Stamps (now known as Nutrition Assistance), and General
Assistance.
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D.

2.

Gross income does not include benefits received on behalf of a child.

3.

Each parent should have the choice of working additional hours through overtime
or at a second job without affecting the child support award. Generally, the court
should not include income greater than what would have been earned from fulltime employment. The court may, however, include income actually earned that is
greater than would have been earned by full-time employment if that income was
historically earned from a regular schedule and is anticipated to continue into the
future. The court should generally not include additional income if earning that
additional income would require an extraordinary work regimen. Determination
of what constitutes an extraordinary work regimen depends upon all relevant
circumstances, including the choice of jobs available within a particular
occupation, working hours, and working conditions.

ADJUSTMENTS TO INCOME
1.

The court-ordered amount of spousal maintenance resulting from this or any other
marriage, if actually being paid, shall be deducted from the gross income of the
parent paying spousal maintenance. The court-ordered amount of spousal
maintenance resulting from this or any other marriage, if actually being paid, shall
be added to the gross income of the parent receiving spousal maintenance. Courtordered arrearage payments shall not be included as an adjustment to gross
income.

2.

Gross income is adjusted for support of children of other relationships as
described below.
a.

When a parent is paying court-ordered child support for a child or
children of another relationship: In this case, the amount actually being
paid shall be deducted from the gross income of that parent.

b.

When a parent has a legal duty of support for a child, but there is no
child support order requiring the parent to pay support because the child
is living with that parent: An amount may be deducted from the gross
income of this parent to reflect the expenses this parent incurs for the
support of the child or children living with them. To make this calculation,
use Table One below, and follow the accompanying instruction.
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ROWS

Number of
Other
Children
1
2
3
4
5
6

TABLE ONE
Adjustment for Support of Other Children
Total number of children the parent is legally obligated to support
(includes children being supported by court order)
COLUMNS
2
3
4
5
6
7
.125
.095
.080
.070
.055
.050
.190
.155
.135
.115
.095
.230
.205
.170
.145
.270
.225
.195
.280
.240
.290

(i)

Select the column (“Total Number of Children the Parent is
Legally Obligated to Support”) in Table One for the total number
of children the parent seeking the adjustment is legally obligated to
support, including the child or children who are the subject of this
support calculation.
EXAMPLE:
If there are two children who are the subject of this support
determination and two other children for whom the parent is
legally obligated to support, use column 4.

(ii)

Select the row (“Number of Other Children”) for the number of
children equal to:


The total number of children for whom the parent has a legal
duty to support:
- Minus the children who are subject to this order, and
- Minus other children for whom the parent is paying
court-ordered child support.

EXAMPLE:
Father has four children, two of whom are the subject of this
support determination, one for whom there is court-ordered child
support being paid and one child living with Father. Use row 1,
column 4. The adjustment is .080 (8%).
(iii)

Select the number that appears in the column and row determined
above and multiply that figure by the parent’s gross income (after
subtracting from that gross income any court-ordered child support
for any other children actually being paid, any court-ordered
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spousal maintenance actually being paid, and after adding any
court-ordered spousal maintenance actually being received). The
resulting number is subtracted from the gross income. If there are
more than seven total children for whom there is a legal duty to
support or more than six “other” children, use the highest figure
that applies for that row or column.
EXAMPLE:
Mother has four children – George, Mary, Jack and Jill. Jack and
Jill are the children in this case. George and Mary are Mother’s
children from a different relationship. George lives with his father
and Mother pays $250 per month child support for George. Mary
lives with Mother. Mother’s gross income is $5,000 per month.
First, subtract $250 in support Mother pays from her gross income.
This reduces Mother’s gross income to $4,750. Then, use Table
One to calculate the “other child” adjustment for Mary to whom
Mother has a duty of support, but does not pay child support,
because Mary lives with Mother. Use row 1, since Mary is the only
“other child.” Mother has a total of four children, so use column 4.
Using the table, the amount of the adjustment for Mary is .080
(8%). Multiply Mother’s remaining gross income of $4,750 by
.080. The result is $380. Mother’s adjusted gross income is $4,370
($5,000 minus $250 child support for George minus $380 for the
“other child” adjustment for Mary.)

E.

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
The amount determined after subtracting the amounts determined in Sections II(A)
through (D) from the gross income of each parent shall constitute the adjusted gross
income under these guidelines.

F.

ADJUSTING SUPPORT AMOUNTS TO REFLECT THE PARENTING TIME
ALLOCATION
1. General Provisions
Parenting time is calculated, for the noncustodial parent, by the method described in
subsection 3 below. All days not allocated to the noncustodial parent under this
calculation are counted as parenting time for the custodial parent. The calculator will
automatically compute the parenting time adjustment. Instructions for manually
calculating child support are provided in Addendums B and D.
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2. Understanding the Parenting Time Adjustment
General Explanation
Arizona’s parenting time adjustment is designed to be fair to both parents. It takes
into account both the variable and duplicated costs each parent incurs on account
of the children, which depend in part on each parent’s share of the parenting time.
i.

Food is an example of a variable cost, because the amount a
parent spends on the child’s food depends on how much
time that parent has the child. The food costs will vary, in
other words, with the parent’s share of the parenting time.
Because every dollar one parent spends on variable costs
reduces the other parent’s expenditures by roughly the
same amount, it is appropriate to adjust the support
payment by the full amount of the variable costs paid by
the noncustodial parent.

ii.

Duplicated costs are different because both parents incur
the cost – what one parent spends does not reduce the
amount the other parent must spend. An example is a
bedroom for the child. A noncustodial father might incur
the cost for a larger home with a spare bedroom used only
by the child, but the noncustodial father’s cost to provide
the bedroom does not reduce the costs of the custodial
mother who also provides a bedroom for the child.
Duplicated costs are thus extra expenses for the child that
results from the parenting time arrangement. These extra
expenses, like other extra expenses considered in the
guidelines, are divided between the parents in proportion to
their income. For example, if Father earns 60% of the
parents’ income, and Mother earns 40%, then Arizona’s
parenting adjustment is designed so that Father pays 60%
and Mother pays 40% of the duplicated costs.

iii.

The amounts for both the variable and duplicated costs
were developed by studying available research and the
methodology employed by other states using a similar
approach.

EXAMPLE:
The following example sets out the basic idea. The example assumes that the
mother has the child 75% of the parenting time, and the father has the child 25%
of the parenting time.
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First, the calculator looks up how much extra money the custodial household
would need to have the same living standard as the noncustodial parent’s
household, assuming they were equal earners and the custodial parent had the
child all the time. That allows for the calculation of how much extra the child can
cost in total. For the purposes of this example, assume that this extra cost is $200
per month. The calculator divides those costs in half, because on average, half the
costs of children are variable and half the costs are duplicatable. In this example,
there would be $100 of variable costs and $100 of duplicatable costs.
Because Father has the child 25% of the time, his variable costs are 25% of $100,
or $25. The allocation of duplicatable costs is more complicated. While all the
duplicatable costs are estimated at $100 in this example, a parent who has the
child 25% of the time will not normally incur all possible duplicatable costs. The
calculator assumes that a father who has the child less than 15% of the parenting
time will not incur any duplicatable costs, and that if he has the child for 45% of
the parenting time or more, he incurs all the duplicatable costs. The calculator
also assumes that the amount Father spends on duplicatable costs increases
proportionately as one goes from 15% to 45% of parenting time. In this example,
where Father has the child for 25% of the time, he will incur one-third of the
possible duplicatable costs (because 25% of all parenting days is one-third of the
way from 15% to 45% of all parenting days). One-third of the $100 of
duplicatable costs is $33, so this father’s actual duplicated costs are estimated at
$33. If Mother earns 40% of the parents’ income, then she is responsible for 40%
of the father’s duplicatable costs of $33. Father’s support obligation should be
reduced by 40% of $33, which is $13.
Therefore, in this example, the total parenting time adjustment reduces Father’s
support payment by the $25 he spends on variable costs, plus Mother’s share of
Father’s duplicated costs, which is $13. The calculator automatically reduces the
support amount that Father would otherwise be asked to pay Mother by $25 plus
$13, or $38.
3. Calculating Parenting Time
Parenting time is measured in days per year. The number of parenting time days
arising from the blocks of time the child spends with the noncustodial parent is
calculated as follows:
a.

Each block of time begins and ends when the noncustodial parent receives
or returns the child from the custodial parent or from a third party with
whom the custodial parent left the child. Third parties include, for
example, a school or a childcare provider. All time from beginning to end
of each block of parenting time is included.
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b.

Count one day of parenting time for each 24 hours within any block of
time.

c.

To the extent there is a period of less than 24 hours remaining in the block
of time, after all 24-hour days are counted or for any block of time that is
in total less than 24 hours in duration:

d.

(i)

A period of 12 hours or more counts as one day.

(ii)

A period of 6 to 11 hours counts as a half-day.

(iii)

A period of 3 to 5 hours counts as a quarter day.

(iv)

Periods of less than 3 hours may count as a quarter-day if, during
those hours, the noncustodial parent pays for routine expenses of
the child, such as meals.

The blocks of time the child spends with the noncustodial parent are
determined by the parenting time plan indicated in the court order or the
historical practice of the parents.

EXAMPLE ONE:
Noncustodial parent receives the child at 9:00 p.m. on Thursday evening and brings the
child to school at 8:00 a.m. on Monday morning, from which the custodial parent picks
up the child at 3:00 p.m. on Monday.




9:00 p.m. Thursday to 9:00 p.m. Sunday is 3 days.
9:00 p.m. Sunday to 8:00 a.m. Monday is 11 hours, which equals a ½ day.
Total parenting time is 3½ days per week or 182 days per year (equal parenting
time). Note: If the start time on Thursday is 5:00 p.m. rather than 9:00 p.m., this
would result in four days of parenting time per week under the calculations
referenced above. However, since this schedule divides the week virtually equally
between the parents, this is considered an equal parenting time schedule.

EXAMPLE TWO:
Noncustodial parent picks the child up from school at 3:00 p.m. Friday and returns the
child to school at 8:00 a.m. on Monday.




3:00 p.m. Friday to 3:00 p.m. Sunday is 2 days.
3:00 p.m. Sunday to 8:00 a.m. Monday is 17 hours, which equals 1 day.
Total parenting time is 3 days per week or 156 days per year.
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EXAMPLE THREE:
Noncustodial parent picks up child from soccer at noon on Saturday and returns the child
to custodial parent at 9:00 p.m. on Sunday.




G.

Noon Saturday to noon Sunday is 1 day.
Noon Sunday to 9:00 p.m. Sunday is 9 hours, which equals ½ day.
Total parenting time is 1½ days per week or 78 days per year.

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT AMOUNT
The determination of the Preliminary Support Amount is made by identifying the Basic
Support Amount (Addendum D), and then applying to that figure a parenting time
adjustment. This determination is an intermediate step in the child support calculation
under these guidelines. The Preliminary Support Amount is most easily determined by
the using the calculator provided on the court’s website, using the parents’ adjusted gross
income, the number of children, and adjusting for parenting days.
The Preliminary Support Amount can also be calculated manually by identifying the
Basic Support Amount as explained in Addendum D and following the instructions
provided in Addendum B by utilizing either the Equal or Non-Equal Parenting Time
Adjustment Worksheet.
For manual calculations: Non-Equal Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet
1.
If the amount on line (11) is positive, this is the Preliminary Support
Amount and the noncustodial parent is the Preliminary Support Obligor. In this
case, go to line (20) in Step 5 and enter the appropriate values. This completes the
parenting time adjustment calculation.
2.
If the amount on line (11) is negative AND the number of parenting days
is 120 or less, the Preliminary Support Amount is zero. In this case, go to line (20)
in Step 5 and enter zero.
3.
If the amount on line (11) is negative AND the number of parenting days
on line (2) is between 120 and 170, the Preliminary Support Amount is equal to
2% of the Equal Custody Support Amount for each parenting day over 120 days.
In this special case, continue to follow the instructions starting with line (12).
The parent who would pay the Preliminary Support Amount is the Preliminary Obligor.
Usually this is the noncustodial parent. However, the custodial parent may be the
Preliminary Obligor in the less common case in which the custodial parent’s income is
much larger than the noncustodial parent’s income and the noncustodial parent has a
substantial number of parenting days.
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Determining the Preliminary Obligor and Preliminary Obligee are intermediate steps in
the child support calculation under these guidelines. They do not alone provide the basis
for a support order creating legal obligations.

H.

WHEN A PARENT’S INCOME IS MORE THAN $20,000 MONTHLY
The tables used for calculating the Preliminary Support Amount do not include adjusted
gross income of either parent in excess of $20,000 a month.
When using the Child Support Calculator: Enter each parent’s actual adjusted gross
income, as the calculator will automatically substitute an income of $20,000 for the steps
in which that is appropriate, while using the parents’ actual adjusted gross income for the
steps in which that is appropriate.

When calculating child support manually: Refer to Addendums B, C, D, and the Basic
Support Amount Look-Up Income Tables.
The court may deviate from the Guideline Support Amount in accordance with Section
IV(A) when the monthly income of either parent exceeds $20,000.
I.

MORE THAN FOUR CHILDREN
The Preliminary Support Amount gives support amounts for up to four children. When
five or more children are the subject of the support order, the support amount shall be
calculated based upon four children, but the court may deviate from the Guideline
Support Amount in accordance with Section IV(A).

J.

ADJUSTMENTS TO SUPPORT
The following child-related expenses are generally shared by the parents in proportion to
the parents’ incomes. To calculate the parents’ proportions:
1.

Subtract the Preliminary Support Amount from the Preliminary Obligor’s
adjusted gross income.

2.

Add the Preliminary Support Amount to the Preliminary Obligee’s
adjusted gross income.

3.

The proportion of expenses each parent pays is that parent’s income as
calculated in steps 1 and 2, divided by the parents’ combined adjusted
gross income.
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EXAMPLE:
The parties have one minor child. Father is the noncustodial parent and is entitled to 100
parenting days per year. Father earns $6,000 per month and Mother earns $1,500 per
month. The Preliminary Support Amount is calculated to be $1,104 per month. To
determine the respective percentages of responsibilities for “Adjustments to Support,” the
sum of $1,104 is subtracted from Father’s income and added to Mother’s income.
Father’s proportionate share for “Adjustments to Support” is 65% ($6,000$1,104=$4,896; $4,896 divided by the combined income of $7,500 is .65) and Mother’s
proportionate share is 35% ($1,500 + $1,104= $2,604; $2,604 divided by the combined
income of $7,500 is .35).

1.

CHILDCARE COSTS
The court may adjust the Preliminary Support Amount for childcare costs
appropriate to the parents’ financial abilities. Average monthly expenses for
childcare should be calculated in accordance with Section I(B)(5).
If the court finds the amount of child support is sufficient to provide for childcare
costs, the court may decline to include all or part of the childcare expense.

2.

EDUCATION EXPENSES
The court may adjust the Preliminary Support Amount for any necessary expenses
appropriate to the parents’ financial abilities for a child’s attendance at a private
or special school or necessary expenses to meet particular educational needs of a
child when such expenses are incurred by agreement of both parents or ordered by
the court.

3.

EXTRAORDINARY CHILD
The court may adjust the Preliminary Support Amount appropriate to the parents’
financial abilities to provide for the special needs of gifted or handicapped
children. These guidelines are designed to fit the needs of most children; typical
extracurricular and school activity expenses are not considered extraordinary
expenses.

4.

MEDICAL SUPPORT
State law requires orders for child support to assign responsibility for providing
medical insurance for the children who are the subject of the child support order.
(A.R.S. § 25-320, §25-500 and §25-529.) Cash medical support may be
established if the court finds that neither parent can obtain medical insurance that
is accessible and available at a reasonable cost.
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The court shall adjust the Preliminary Support Amount to reflect the cost of the
children's medical, dental, and vision insurance coverage, if any. (This provision
does not imply any obligation of either parent to provide dental or vision
insurance.) In determining the amount to be added, only the amount of the
insurance cost attributable to the children who are the subject of the child support
order shall be included. If coverage is applicable to other persons, the total cost
shall be prorated by the number of persons covered. The court may decline to
credit a parent for medical, dental, and vision insurance coverage obtained for the
children if the coverage is not valid in the geographic region where the children
reside. The court shall not adjust the Preliminary Support Amount for cash
medical support pursuant to A.R.S. § 25-320(K) or (L).

EXAMPLE:
Through an employment-related insurance plan, Mother provides insurance that
covers Mother, one child who is the subject of the child support case, and two
other children. Under the plan, the cost of an employee’s individual insurance
coverage would be $50. Mother instead pays a total of $170 for the “family
option.” Subtract the $50 cost of individual coverage from the $170 for the
“family option” to find the cost of dependent coverage, which is $120. Divide the
$120 by 3, the number of dependents covered. The cost attributable to the child
who is the subject of the case is $40.

5.

APPLYING ADJUSTMENTS
To adjust for court-approved costs of childcare, educational expenses,
extraordinary expenses and health insurance add up the monthly amounts and
then allocate the total cost between the parents. Follow the instructions in the first
paragraph of this section to determine each parent’s share of these costs. The
Preliminary Obligor’s share of these costs is added to the Preliminary Support
Amount. Because payments the Preliminary Support Obligor makes to third
parties for court-approved child-related expenses satisfy part of that parent’s
responsibility, these payments are subtracted from the Preliminary Support
Amount. The result is the Guideline Support Amount.

EXAMPLE:
Assume Father’s share of any court-approved costs is calculated at 60%, following the
instructions in the first paragraph of this section, and Mother’s share is 40%. Father is the
noncustodial parent and the Preliminary Obligor. The Preliminary Support Amount is calculated
to be $500 per month. In addition, the parents have other court-approved child-related expenses.
Father pays $100 per month for the child’s health insurance premiums and Mother pays $300 for
childcare and the court has determined that the adjustments are to apply. The Preliminary
Support Amount must be adjusted to reflect these additional expenditures. The calculations can
be laid out in a table like the following:
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Paid by
Father

Paid by
Mother

Childcare
Education
Extraordinary child expenses
Health insurance

0
0
0
$100

$300
0
0
0

Total paid by each parent

$100

$300

Additional child-related costs:

Total paid by both parents combined
Preliminary Obligor’s share of additional
child-related costs
Adjustment to Preliminary Support Amount

$400
60%

This is the Preliminary
Obligor’s share of total
additional child-related
costs, computed as 60%
of $400 which is $240.

$240

The Preliminary Obligor’s $240 share of the additional child-related costs is added to
the Preliminary Support Amount of $500, bringing the Preliminary Support Amount to
$740 per month. This is Father’s total responsibility under this example. He satisfies
part of this responsibility by paying $100 to the insurance company for the child’s
health insurance and is therefore entitled to have that amount subtracted from the $740
figure. Subtracting $100 from $740 leaves $640, the amount of the support payment
that the father owes the custodial parent in addition to his direct payment of $100 to the
insurance company. This $640 is the Guideline Support Amount (providing, as in this
example, no further adjustments are required by Section II(K)). Since Father owes this
payment, he is the Guideline Obligor. This calculation may be clearer in a table format
like the following:

Preliminary Support Amount
+ Adjustment for Preliminary Obligor’s share
of additional costs

$500
+$240

= Total Adjusted Preliminary Support Amount

$740

- Preliminary Obligor’s Payment to Third Parties

-$100

= Guideline Support Amount

$640

Father owes the
Guideline Support
Amount of $640.
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K.

WHEN THE CUSTODIAL PARENT WOULD BE THE GUIDELINE SUPPORT
OBLIGOR
The above example illustrates the usual case in which the Guideline Support Amount is
required to be paid by the noncustodial parent to the custodial parent. In some cases, after
the Preliminary Support Amount has been calculated and then further adjusted as
provided in Section II(J), the result may be that the custodial parent would be the
Guideline Obligor and the noncustodial parent would be the Guideline Obligee. That is,
the custodial parent would be required to pay child support to the noncustodial parent. In
these cases, unless there is a basis for deviation in accordance with Section IV(A), the
custodial parent shall pay the Guideline Support Amount to the noncustodial parent.

L.

SELF SUPPORT RESERVE
The purpose of the Self Support Reserve is to protect the Guideline Obligor from a child
support order that would reduce his or her available income below the 2009 federal
poverty level of $903 per month for a single person. The court shall therefore apply the
Self Support Reserve test to the Guideline Support Amount by deducting $903 from the
Guideline Obligor’s adjusted gross income. If the resulting amount is less than the
Guideline Support Order, the court may reduce the Final Support Order to the resulting
amount after first considering the financial impact the reduction would have on the
custodial parent’s household. This Self Support Reserve test applies to the current child
support obligation only. If the Self Support Reserve test is triggered and there are
previously ordered monthly arrears payments, the court may also order a reduction in the
monthly support arrears payment.

EXAMPLE:
The Guideline Obligor’s adjusted gross income is $1,170 and the Guideline Support
Amount is $300. Subtracting $903 from $1,170 leaves a resulting amount of $267, which
is less than the $300 Guideline Support Amount. The court may reduce the child support
order to $267. Before making any reduction, the court should consider the financial
impact the reduction would have on the custodial parent’s household. If both parents have
insufficient income to be self supporting, the court has discretion to determine whether
and in what amount the child support order should be reduced under this section.

M.

FINAL SUPPORT ORDER
The Guideline Support Amount is subject to the Self Support Reserve test, provided for
in Section II(L), or any finding that a deviation from the guidelines is appropriate under
Section IV(A). The amount determined thereafter shall be the Final Support Order.
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N.

O.

ROUNDING THE FINAL SUPPORT ORDER
1.

When the Final Support Order is insignificant, the court may round it to zero.

2.

Child support shall be presumptively rounded to the nearest ten dollars.

3.

A rounded amount reached by the application of Paragraphs 1 and 2 is not a
deviation.

ADDITIONAL REVIEW IN CERTAIN EXCEPTIONAL CASES
1.

This section applies to any case in which the Guideline Support Amount has been
determined on the basis of adjusted gross income, as defined herein, that both fall
within the ranges indicated by any row in the following table:

Income of the Guideline Support Obligor

Income of the Guideline Support Obligee

$10,000 to less than or equal to $13,000

$1,000 to $3,000

Greater than $13,000 to
less than or equal to $15,000

$1,000 to $5,000

Greater than $15,000 to
less than or equal to $16,000

Zero to $5,000

Greater than $16,000 to
less than or equal to $22,000

Zero to $7,000

2.

3.

In any case to which this section applies, after determining the Guideline Support
Amount as directed by these Guidelines, the court shall consider whether:
a.

The obligor’s circumstances are such that the Guideline Support Amount
would impose a substantial and unreasonable burden on him or her; and

b.

Whether the Guideline Support Amount could be reduced without causing
any significant impact on the well-being of the child or children whose
support are the subjects of the order.

In evaluating whether the obligor’s circumstances are such that the Guideline
Support Amount would impose a substantial and unreasonable burden on him or
her, the court should consider whether:
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4.

a.

The obligor has significant ongoing medical expenses for any member of
the obligor’s household, including him or herself; or

b.

The obligor has significant legal obligations apart from child support; or

c.

The child or children who are the subject of this order will have a
significantly different living standard than other children of either parent.

In evaluating whether the Guideline Support Amount could be reduced without
causing any significant impact on the well-being of the child or children whose
support are the subjects of the order, the court should consider whether:
a.

The custodial household has financial resources not taken into account in
setting the Guideline Support Amount; or

b.

The child or children who are the subject of this order will have a
significantly different living standard than other children of either parent.

5.

If the court finds that both of the conditions specified in paragraph 2 are true, it
may reduce the Guideline Support Amount as required to alleviate the burden on
the obligor, to the extent possible without causing any significant impact on the
well-being of the child.

6.

Any reduction in the Guideline Support Amount of 25% or less, made pursuant to
this section, is not a guidelines deviation. A reduction of more than 25% is a
deviation and can be ordered pursuant to Section IV(A). Considerations other than
those listed in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this section may be considered by the court
for purposes of ordering a deviation.
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III. Guideline Support Amount
A.

COURT'S FINDINGS
The court shall make findings in the record as to: gross income, adjusted gross income,
Preliminary Support Amount, court-approved adjustments to support, Guideline Support
Amount, and Final Support Order. The findings may be made by incorporating a
worksheet containing this information into the file. The Final Support Order shall be a
sum certain and shall start on a date certain. Absent good cause, the start date shall be the
first day of a month. A new child support order shall be filed upon any change in the
amount or due date of the child support obligation.

B.

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
The court shall order that every 24 months, financial information such as tax returns,
financial affidavits, and earning statements be exchanged between the parties. Unless the
court has ordered otherwise, at the time the parties exchange financial information, they
shall also exchange residential addresses and the names and addresses of their employers.

C.

GIFTS IN LIEU OF MONEY
Once child support has been ordered by the court, the child support is to be paid in
money. Gifts of clothing, etc., in lieu of money are not to be offset against the Final
Support Order except by court order.

D.

DEPENDENCY EXEMPTION
Whenever the current Final Support Order provides for a payment of at least $1,200 per
year, the federal tax exemptions applicable to the minor children shall be allocated
between the parents as they agree, or, in the absence of their agreement, in a manner that
allows each parent to claim allowable federal dependency exemptions proportionate to
adjusted gross income in a reasonable pattern that can be repeated in no more than 5
years. This may be done by allocating claiming of the children or claiming of specific
years. To implement this provision, the proportionate share of the combined adjusted
gross income of both parents is rounded to the nearest fraction with a denominator no
larger than 5 (i.e. 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/4 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5). For illustrative purposes,
assume Father earns $60,000 and Mother earns $40,000 of the combined adjusted gross
income of $100,000. Father’s share of the combined income is 3/5. If Father earned
$57,000 and Mother earned $43,000, then 3/5 would still be the fraction with a
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denominator of 5 or less that comes closest to Father’s share of the parents’ combined
adjusted gross income. The dependency exemption shall therefore be allocated utilizing
this fraction. If a parent otherwise entitled to the dependency exemption would derive no
tax benefit from claiming it in any given tax year, then the entire exemption for that tax
year, and not just the share indicated by the preceding sentence, should be allocated to the
parent who would derive a tax benefit for that tax year.
The court may deny the right to present or future tax exemptions to an obligor if there is a
history of substantial non-payment of child support.

EXAMPLE:
Father’s percentage of adjusted gross income is approximately 67% and Mother’s
percentage is approximately 33%. All support payments are current. If there are
three children, Father would be entitled to claim two children and Mother would
be entitled to claim one child. If there is only one child, Father would be entitled
to claim the child two out of every three years, and Mother would claim the child
one out of every three years.

E.

UNREIMBURSED MEDICAL EXPENSES
The court shall also specify the percentage that each parent shall pay, in excess of cash
medical support, for any medical, dental, and/or vision costs of the children that are not
covered by insurance. For purposes of this paragraph, non-covered "medical" means
medically necessary medical, dental, and/or vision care as defined by Internal Revenue
Service Publication 502.
Except for good cause shown, any request for payment or reimbursement of uninsured
medical, dental, and/or vision costs must be provided to the other parent within 180 days
after the date the services occur. The parent responsible for payment or reimbursement
must pay his or her share, as ordered by the court, or make acceptable payment
arrangements with the provider or person entitled to reimbursement within 45 days after
receipt of the request.
Both parents should use their best efforts to obtain services that are covered by applicable
insurance. A parent who is entitled to receive reimbursement from the other parent for
medical costs not covered by insurance shall, upon request of the other parent, provide
receipts or other evidence of payments actually made.

F.

TRAVEL EXPENSES
The court may divide parenting time travel expenses between the parents where one-way
travel for parenting time exceeds 100 miles or in extraordinary circumstances. The court
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shall consider the financial resources of the parents and may consider how a parent’s
conduct, such as change of residence, has affected the costs. The court may:
1. Order one parent to reimburse the other parent. The party who is entitled to
travel reimbursement shall provide written evidence to the other parent of
expenses actually paid within 30 days of payment, and the other party shall
reimburse the expense within 14 days of receipt of the written evidence, or
2. Assign to one parent all of the travel expenses and alter the child support to
reflect the fact that the parent is paying all of the travel expenses.
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IV. Special Circumstances
A.

DEVIATION
1.

2.

3.

BY COURT
The court may order support that is a deviation from the guidelines after
considering all relevant factors, including those set forth in A.R.S. § 25-320, and
applicable case law, if all of the following criteria are met:
a.

Application of the guidelines is inappropriate or unjust in the
particular case;

b.

The court has considered the best interests of the children in
determining the amount of a deviation. A deviation that reduces
the amount of child support paid is not, by itself, contrary to the
best interests of the children, and

c.

The court makes written findings in the child support order, minute
entry or child support worksheet regarding (a.) and (b.) above, the
Guideline Support Amount and the amount after the deviation.

BY AGREEMENT
The court may deviate from the guidelines based upon an agreement of the parties
only if all of the following criteria are met:
a.

The agreement is in writing or stated on the record pursuant to
Rule 69, Arizona Rules of Family Law Procedure (ARFLP).

b.

All parties have entered into the agreement with knowledge of the
Guideline Support Amount.

c.

All parties have entered into the agreement free of duress and
coercion.

d.

The court complies with the requirements of Section IV(A)(1).

EXAMPLES FOR DEVIATION
Circumstances that may justify a deviation include, but are not limited to, the
following:
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B.

a.

Excessive or abnormal expenditures, destruction, concealment or
fraudulent disposition of community, joint tenancy and other
property held in common, as provided in A.R.S. § 25-320(D)(7).

b.

Extraordinary income tax circumstances, such as either party
receiving substantial tax-free income or significant pre-tax
benefits.

c.

When there are more than four children for whom the child support
is ordered.

d.

When the Support Obligor’s monthly adjusted gross income is
greater than $20,000 and the other parent’s monthly adjusted gross
income is less than $20,000, an upward deviation may be
appropriate. In considering such a deviation, the court should take
into account the factors identified in Section II(O).

e.

When the Support Obligee’s monthly adjusted gross income is
greater than $20,000 and the other parent’s monthly adjusted gross
income is less than $20,000, a downward deviation may be
appropriate. In considering such a deviation, the court should take
into account the factors identified in Section II(O).

MULTIPLE CHILDREN, DIVIDED PHYSICAL CUSTODY
When each parent is granted physical custody of at least one of the parties' children, each
parent is obligated to contribute to the support of all the children. In that circumstance,
separate child support calculations should be performed for the child or children in each
parent’s home. The amount of the resulting child support to be paid by the parent having
the greater child support obligation shall be reduced by the amount of child support owed
to that parent by the other parent.
EXAMPLE:
(For simplicity, this example does not consider parenting time.) Father's adjusted
gross income is $2,000 per month and he has primary care of one child. Mother's
adjusted gross income is $4,000 per month and she has primary care of two
children. Prepare a worksheet to determine child support for the one child in
Father’s home. In a separate worksheet determine child support for the two
children in Mother’s home. Mother is obligated to pay $787 for child support for
the one child. This amount is reduced by the $311 obligation owed by Father to
mother for the two children. Thus, Mother shall pay $476 per month to Father.
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C.

MULTIPLE CHILDREN, VARYING PARENTING TIME SCHEDULE
When there are multiple children whose parenting time schedules differ from one
another, the parenting time adjustment cannot be determined with the same precision as
when the children have the same schedule. In that circumstance, two separate calculations
should be performed. The first should be based upon the assumption that all of the
children are under the lesser parenting time schedule. The second calculation should be
based upon the assumption that all of the children are under the greater parenting time
schedule. The two resulting child support amounts shall represent the range of the support
obligation between the two parenting time schedules. Based upon the particular
circumstances of the case, the Final Support Order may be any amount that falls within
the range of the two calculated figures.
EXAMPLE:
Father’s gross income is $4,000 and Mother’s gross income is $4,000. The parties
have three children, all of whom reside primarily with Mother. One of the
children has 50 days of parenting time with Father and the other two children
have 150 days of parenting time with Father. Calculate the child support
obligation for all three children assuming that they are each under the 50 day
parenting time schedule. This results in a monthly obligation owed by Father of
$796. Then calculate the child support obligation for all three children under the
150-day parenting time schedule. This results in a monthly obligation owed by
Father of $145. The two resulting figures of $796 and $145 provide the range for
the Final Support Order. Any amount within this range is considered consistent
with the guidelines and it is not a deviation.
If it is determined that a weighted average is the most appropriate method to
arrive at a precise support amount, that figure can be arrived at as follows: Begin
with the support amount arrived at for the lesser number of parenting days (50
parenting days resulting in a support amount of $796 under this example) and
multiply that by the number of children that are actually under that schedule (one
child under this example). Then utilize the support amount arrived at for the
greater number of parenting days (150 parenting days resulting in a support
amount of $145 under this example) and multiply that by the number of children
under that schedule (two children under this example). Add the amount
determined for the lesser number of parenting days ($796 x 1 child= $796 under
this example) to the amount determined for the greater number of parenting days
($145 x 2 children= $290). This total amount ($796 + $290= $1,086) shall then
be divided by the total number of children (three children under this example) to
arrive at the weighted child support figure ($1,086 divided by 3= $362 monthly
child support obligation under this example).
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D.

THIRD-PARTY CAREGIVERS
When a child lives with a third-party caregiver by virtue of a court order, administrative
placement by a state agency, or under color of authority, the third-party caregiver may be
entitled to receive child support payments from each parent on behalf of the child.

E.

SUPPORT ASSIGNED TO THE STATE
If child support or cash medical support has been assigned to the state under A.R.S. § 46407 or A.R.S. § 25-320(K)(1), or any subsequently-adopted authorities, the obligation of
a parent to pay child support or cash medical support shall not be offset by child support
arrearages that may be owed to that parent. Child support or cash medical support
assigned to the state may not be waived or forgiven by the custodial parent.

F.

INCOME AND BENEFITS
1.

INCOME OF A CHILD
Income earned or money received by a child from any source other than courtordered child support shall not be counted toward either parent’s child support
obligation except as described below.

2.

BENEFITS RECEIVED ON BEHALF OF A CHILD
Benefits, such as Social Security Disability (SSDI) or other insurance received by
a custodial parent on behalf of a child as a result of contributions made by the
Support Obligor shall be credited as follows:
a.

If the amount of the child's benefit for a given month is equal to or
greater than the Support Obligor’s child support obligation, then
the Support Obligor’s obligation is satisfied.

b.

Any benefit received by the child for a given month in excess of
the child support obligation shall not be credited against arrears,
credited toward future support payments, or subject to any claim
for reimbursement.

c.

If the amount of the child's benefit for a given month is less than
the Support Obligor’s child support obligation, the Support
Obligor shall pay the difference between the benefit and the child
support obligation.
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G.

3.

BENEFITS NOT INCLUDED IN PARENT’S INCOME
Benefits received by either parent on behalf of a child are not included as gross
income pursuant to Section II(C)(2).

4.

DISABLED ADULT CHILD
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 25-320(E) and A.R.S. § 25-809(F), the court may order
support to continue past the age of majority for a disabled child if the child is
severely mentally or physically disabled as demonstrated by the fact that the child
is unable to live independently and be self-supporting. In such a case, the court
may take into account income earned or money received by or on behalf of the
disabled adult child against any child support obligation. Note: Depending upon
the nature of the court order, the benefits received by the disabled adult child may
be reduced.

ARREARS
1.

When setting or modifying the amount of an arrearage payment, the court shall
balance all relevant considerations including the total amount of arrears, the
accruing interest, the time it will take the obligor to pay these amounts, the
obligee’s financial circumstances, support of other children, and the obligor’s
reasonable ability to pay. The court shall not set the payment on arrears at an
amount less than the accruing monthly interest unless there are compelling
circumstances justifying a lower payment and the court makes a finding
explaining why the lower payment is justified.

2.

When a current child support obligation terminates, the court shall consider the
amount of the monthly child support obligation at the time of termination as
evidence of the amount the obligor has the ability to pay monthly towards arrears.

3.

The court may modify the amount of the payment on arrears upon a showing of
substantial and continuing changed circumstances.

4.

In setting or modifying the arrearage payment the court shall consider whether the
obligor’s available income after payment of all current child support obligations
and payments on arrears meets the Self Support Reserve test. ($903 monthly
income.)
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V. Modification and Termination
of Support
A.

DURATION AND TERMINATION OF CHILD SUPPORT
Duration of child support is governed by A.R.S. § 25-320 and A.R.S. § 25-501. Child
support shall continue until a child reaches the age of majority unless that child is
attending high school or a certified high school equivalency program at the time that the
child turns 18. In that case, child support shall continue so long as the child is actually
attending high school or the equivalency program, but only until the child reaches 19
years of age. In some circumstances, child support may continue after a child’s 19th
birthday but only if the child is severely mentally or physically disabled as demonstrated
by the fact that the child is unable to live independently and be self-supporting.
The child support obligation presumptively terminates on the last day of the month of the
18th birthday of the youngest child included in the order unless the youngest child will not
complete high school by age 18. In that event, the presumptive termination date shall be
the last day of the month in which the child graduates from high school, stops attending
high school, or turns age 19, whichever occurs first. In non Title IV-D cases the
presumptive termination date should be included in an order of assignment.
HOWEVER, THE ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT OR INCOME WITHHOLDING
ORDER MAY NOT STOP AUTOMATICALLY. IN THAT EVENT, A MOTION
TO STOP THE INCOME WITHHOLDING ORDER MAY BE NECESSARY. IN
A TITLE IV-D CASE THE PERSON PAYING SUPPORT MAY CONTACT THE
DEPARTMENT
OF
ECONOMIC
SECURITY
WHICH
CAN
ADMINISTRATIVELY STOP THE INCOME WITHHOLDING ORDER.
An employer or other payor of funds honoring an order of assignment or an
administrative income withholding order that includes the presumptive termination date
and is for current child support only may discontinue withholding monies after the last
pay period of the month of the presumptive termination date. If the order of assignment
or administrative income withholding order includes current child support and arrearage
payment, notwithstanding the presumptive termination date, the employer or other payor
of funds shall continue withholding the entire amount listed on the order of assignment or
administrative income withholding order until further order. For purposes of determining
the presumptive termination date, it is further presumed:
1.

That a child not yet in school will enter 1st grade if the child reaches age 6
on or before September 1 of the year in which the child reaches age 6;
otherwise, it is presumed that the child will enter 1st grade the following
year, and,
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2.

That a child will graduate in the month of May after completing the 12th
grade.

Even if a child support obligation has stopped, any order of assignment may not
terminate. If the order of assignment does not stop, a specific order stopping the wage
assignment must be obtained. In a Title IV-D case, the wage assignment may be stopped
by contacting the IV-D agency.
B.

EFFECT OF EMANCIPATION
If child support is ordered for more than one child, the amount of child support does not
automatically change if one of the children graduates from high school, reaches the age
of majority, dies, or is otherwise emancipated. To obtain a modification of the child
support order, a request, petition or agreement must be made in writing to the court to
recalculate the child support obligation pursuant to these guidelines.

C.

MODIFICATION
Child support orders can be modified only by court order. An order to modify child
support can be obtained through any of the following procedures:

1. STANDARD PROCEDURE
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 25-327 and § 25-503, either parent or the state Title
IV-D agency may ask the court to modify a child support order upon a
showing of a substantial and continuing change of circumstances.
2. SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE
Either parent or the state Title IV-D agency may request the court to
modify a child support order if application of the guidelines results in a
Final Support Order that varies 15% or more from the existing Final
Support Order. A 15% variation in the amount of the Final Support Order
will be considered evidence of a substantial and continuing change of
circumstances. The simplified procedure also may be used by either parent
or the state to establish a cash medical support order or to modify a child
support order to assign or alter the responsibility to provide medical
insurance for a child who is subject of a child support order. A
modification of the medical assignment or responsibility does not need to
vary by 15% or more from the existing Final Support Order to use the
simplified procedure. A request for modification of the child support
amount must be accompanied by the following documents: a completed
and sworn Parent's Worksheet For Child Support Amount, and “Affidavit
of Financial Information” (see Section XIV Rule 97, ARFLP, Form 2)
documentation supporting the incomes if different from the court's most
recent findings regarding income of the parents (including, without limit,
copies of the last three years’ tax returns filed by or on behalf of the
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applicant and/or any entity in which the applicant has an interest and the
last six payroll stubs for the applicant); the last child support order entered
by the court; evidence of whether the applicant, if the child support
obligor, has paid child support for the past 12 months; and evidence of
every category of adjustment within the child support worksheet (i.e.,
insurance expense, education expense, etc.). If the applicant is unable to
provide documentation regarding the other parent’s income or expenses,
the requesting party shall indicate that the income amount for that parent is
attributed and/or estimated and shall set forth the basis relied upon to
include that income or expense figure. The state Title IV-D agency may
submit a worksheet.
The simplified procedure shall not be applicable to any self-employed
parties where self-employment is a significant source of income absent the
agreement of both parents. If a self-employed parent files a simplified
modification action, the other parent shall either file a request for hearing,
or an objection to simplified process within the same time allowed to that
parent to request a hearing. If the objection is timely filed, the
modification matter shall be heard under the standard procedure.
If a responding party objects in writing to the simplified procedure within
20 days after service (if served in state), or 30 days after service (if served
out of state), the matter shall be conducted under the standard procedure.
A copy of the request for modification of child support and the Parent's
Worksheet for Child Support Amount, including supporting
documentation, showing that the proposed child support amount would
vary 15% or more from the existing child support order shall be served on
the other parent, or on both parents if filed by the state Title IV-D agency,
pursuant to Rule 27, ARFLP.
If the requested modification is disputed, the parent disputing the
modification must request a hearing within 20 days after service. If service
is made outside the state, as provided in Rule 42, ARFLP, the parent
receiving service must request a hearing within 30 days after service.
A party requesting a hearing or objection to simplified process shall file a
written request for hearing or objection and, if the party is requesting a
hearing, the hearing request must be accompanied by a completed and
sworn Parent's Worksheet for Child Support Amount. Copies of the
documents filed, together with the notice of hearing objection, shall be
served on the other party and, if appropriate, the state Title IV-D agency
by first class mail not less than ten judicial days prior to the hearing.
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Upon proof of service and if no hearing is requested within the time
allowed, the court will review the request and enter an appropriate order or
set the matter for hearing.
If any party requests a hearing within the time allowed, the court shall
conduct such hearing. No order shall be modified without a hearing if one
is timely requested.
The notice provision of Rule 44, ARFLP, does not apply to this simplified
modification procedure.
A request to modify child support, request for a hearing and notice of
hearing, Parent's Worksheet for Child Support Amount and child support
order filed or served pursuant to this subsection must be made using forms
approved by the Arizona Supreme Court or substantially similar forms.
Approved forms are available from the clerk of the superior court.

3.

D.

BY AGREEMENT
The parties may agree to modify a Final Support Order. To become
effective, the agreement must be in writing, signed by all parties, filed
with the clerk of court, and approved by the court. If the agreed-upon
amount is different from the amount calculated under the guidelines, it
must be explained as required by Section IV(A) above.

PHASE-IN SUPPORT ORDERS
1.

Purpose of This Section

Because these guidelines change the manner in which child support is determined, a
significant increase in the child support award set under prior guidelines may occur in
certain circumstances. This may create a financial hardship, which may be a basis to
phase in the increased support amount by setting a Phase-In Support Order for a specified
period before the Final Support Order becomes effective.
2.

Actions to Which This Section Applies

The phase-in rule set forth in this section applies only to actions:
a.
b.

Filed on or before August 31, 2013, and
That seek to modify a child support order made under any guidelines in
effect prior to these guidelines. This section does not apply to actions to
modify support awards made under these guidelines.
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3.

Determining Phase-In Eligibility

If the Final Support Obligor invokes this section in a modification action to which it
applies, the court shall first determine the Final Support Order under these guidelines
without considering this section. It shall then determine whether this Final Support Order
is eligible to be phased in, using the following procedure:
a.

b.

c.

Determine what the equivalent order would have been under the
guidelines in effect immediately before adoption of these guidelines,
assuming the same facts that were used to calculate the Final Support
Order under these guidelines.
Divide the Final Support Order under these guidelines (numerator) by the
equivalent order that would have been set under the immediately
preceding guidelines (denominator). The resulting quotient should then be
converted to a percentage.
If the resulting percentage so calculated is 150% or greater, then the Final
Support Order calculated under these guidelines is eligible to be phased in.

EXAMPLE: The Final Support Order under these guidelines is $1,000. The equivalent
order under the immediately preceding guidelines would have been $800. The result of
dividing $1,000 by $800 is 1.25 (125%). Since the difference is less than 150%, this
order is not eligible to be phased in under this section, and the following steps shall not
apply.
4.

Determining Whether a Phase-In is Appropriate

Assuming the percentage determined by application of the above formula is 150% or
greater, the court shall proceed as follows to determine whether a phase-in of the Final
Support Order is appropriate:
a.

The court shall first consider whether the obligation to pay the additional
amount required by a Final Support Order calculated under these
guidelines, as compared to the equivalent order calculated under the
preceding guidelines, imposes an unreasonable economic hardship on the
Final Support Obligor. An economic hardship may be unreasonable if it
arises from the Support Obligor’s reliance on the prior guidelines and it
interferes significantly with meeting established budgets and financial
commitments for living and other expenses. The Support Obligor has the
burden of proving the facts needed to establish that he or she will suffer an
unreasonable economic hardship under this section.

b.

If the court finds that the Support Obligor has not met the burden of proof,
then the Final Support Order shall not be phased in under this section.
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c.

5.

If the court does find that the Support Obligor will suffer an unreasonable
economic hardship, then it shall balance this concern against the impact of
the delay in implementing the full amount of the Final Support Order on
the economic well-being of the child, to determine whether a phase-in of
the Final Support Order is appropriate.

Implementing a Phase-In Support Order
a.

If the court determines that a phase-in is appropriate under Paragraph 4 of
this section, it may reduce the amount of the Final Support Order by not
more than 50% of the difference between the Final Support Order, and the
equivalent amount that would have been ordered under the immediately
preceding guidelines. This reduced amount is the Phase-In Support Order.

b.

The Phase-In Support Order made pursuant to the preceding paragraph
shall remain in effect for a period that the court believes fair and
reasonable under the circumstances, but not to exceed 18 months from the
effective date of the Phase-In Support Order. The Phase-In Support Order
shall specify a date certain on which it will be replaced by the Final
Support Order. During the term of the Phase-In Support Order, no arrears
or reimbursement claim shall accrue with respect to the difference
between the Phase-In Support Order and the amount that otherwise would
have been ordered under these guidelines if not for the phasing-in of the
award.

EXAMPLE:
The current child support order entered before these guidelines went into effect requires
Father (Support Obligor) to pay to Mother (Support Obligee) $500 per month. Mother
seeks an upward modification of child support. Under these guidelines, the Final Support
Order would be $1,000 per month, and the effective date for the increase would be
January 1, 2011. A second worksheet is completed to determine the equivalent support
award under the guidelines in effect immediately before adoption of these guidelines.
That amount is determined to be $600 per month. The current calculated amount
($1,000) is divided by the amount calculated under the prior guidelines ($600), resulting
in a percentage of 167%. The court finds that the full increase would be an unreasonable
hardship to Father, given financial commitments that he made in advance of the
modification proceeding that he cannot adjust for without additional time. The court
further finds that the hardship to Father outweighs the potential financial detriment of
delay to the child. The increase in the support award is therefore phased-in, commencing
January 1, 2011 and continuing through June 30, 2012 (18 months), and the Phase-In
Support Order is set at $800 per month ($1,000 minus 50% of the difference between
$600 and $1,000). The order would further provide that the Final Support Order of
$1,000 per month would become effective automatically as of July 1, 2012.
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ADDENDUM A
USER GUIDE FOR DETERMINING SUPPORT
WHEN USING THE CHILD SUPPORT
CALCULATOR
There are a specific number of steps to the process of determining child support under these
guidelines. A child support worksheet can be completed by following this step-by-step process and
considering the related guideline sections. (If you are calculating child support manually, go to
Addendum B – User Guide for Determining Support for Manual Calculations.)
Step 1: Number of Children - Enter the names and dates of birth for each child who is the subject
of this court order. If there are more than four children, see Section II(I).
Step 2: Determining Parents Income - Determine the gross income of each parent (as defined by
these guidelines). See Sections II(A), (B), (C) and (H) for what is included and excluded in gross
income.
Step 3: Adjustments to Parent’s Income - The gross income of each parent may be adjusted up or
down based on paying or receiving spousal maintenance, paying child support for other children, or
directly supporting other children. See Sections II(D) and (E).
Step 4: Parenting Time Adjustment - The child support amount may be adjusted to take into
account the financial effects of parenting time. If it applies, this adjustment is made before
determining the Preliminary Support Amount. See Section II(F) and, in special circumstances,
Section IV(B) and (C).
Step 5: Preliminary Support Amount - The initial support figure shall be provided automatically
through the COBS Calculator or may be manually determined. See Section II(G).
Step 6: Adjustments to Support - After determining the Preliminary Support Amount, adjustments
for expenses such as medical insurance coverage, childcare costs, education expenses and those costs
that relate to the needs of a specific child may be made. See Section II(J).
Step 7: Guideline Amount - This is the figure derived from performing the steps noted above. See
Section II(J)(5) and (K).
Step 8: Support to be Ordered - The amount to be ordered may be the Guideline Amount or may
be higher or lower if the paying parent’s income is low and the Self Support Reserve applies or if a
deviation is appropriate based upon the circumstances of a specific case. See Section II(L) for the
Self Support Reserve test (which is designed to balance the basic needs for all parties). See Section
IV(A) to see whether a deviation may be appropriate and Sections V(B) and (C) for circumstances in
which there is divided physical custody or varying parenting time schedules among the children. See
also Section III, which relates to the Final Support Order.
This guide is not intended to address every situation that may arise but should assist in the vast majority of cases.

ADDENDUM B
USER GUIDE FOR DETERMINING SUPPORT
FOR MANUAL CALCULATIONS
There are a specific number of steps to the process of determining child support under
these guidelines. A manual child support worksheet, located in Addendum C, can be
completed by following this step-by-step process and considering the related guideline
sections.
Preliminary Steps: - Enter the name of the petitioner, respondent, case number, ATLAS
number, if known, and check the appropriate box for residential parent or equal in the
fields provided. (For purposes of determining the residential parent, the parents are
considered equal if both have at least 170 parenting days.) Record the date and the name
of the person who prepared the worksheet.
1 Step 1: Number of Children - Enter the names, dates of birth for each child who is the
subject of this court order, and their ages. If there are more than four children, see
Section II(I). Include the Presumptive Termination Date in the field provided. See
Section V(A).
2 Step 2: Determining Parents’ Incomes - Determine the gross income of each parent (as
defined by these guidelines) and insert into the Parent’s Child Support Worksheet. See
Sections II(A), (B), (C) and (H) for what is included and excluded in gross income.
3 Step 3: Adjustments to Parents’ Incomes - The gross income of each parent may be
adjusted up or down based on paying or receiving spousal maintenance, paying child
support for other children, or directly supporting other children. A parent paying spousal
maintenance will subtract the amount actually being paid from their gross monthly
income. A parent receiving spousal maintenance will add the amount actually being paid
to their gross monthly income. Do not include court-ordered arrearage payments. See
Sections II(D) and (E).
Support of Other Children – Court-Ordered
If a parent is paying court-ordered child support for a child or children of another
relationship, deduct this amount from the gross income of that parent.
Support of Other Children – No Child Support Order
If there is no child support order requiring a parent to pay support because the
child is living with that parent, an amount may be deducted from the gross income
to reflect the expenses this parent incurs for the support of the children living with
them. To make this calculation, use Table One and the blank worksheet below.
(Example included.) Transfer the final result to the Parent’s Child Support
Worksheet.

ROWS

Number of
Other
Children
1
2
3
4
5
6

TABLE ONE
Adjustment for Support of Other Children
Total number of children the parent is legally obligated to support
(includes children being supported by court order)
COLUMNS
2
3
4
5
6
7
.125
.095
.080
.070
.055
.050
.190
.155
.135
.115
.095
.230
.205
.170
.145
.270
.225
.195
.280
.240
.290

Step 1:
Determine Column

Step 2:
Determine Row

Step 3: Determine
Proportion,
Calculate, and
Transfer to
Worksheet

EXAMPLE
What is the total number of children Father is legally
obligated to support, including children who are
subject of this support calculation? (Father has four
children in total.) This determines the column
number you will use.

4

Minus the number of children from this relationship.

-2

Minus other children for whom the parent is paying
court-ordered child support. (Father pays $250 for
court-ordered child support of another child.)
-1
TOTAL – This is the amount used to determine
=1
which row to use when making the calculation. See
highlighted example. (This example will use .080 to
calculate the adjustment.)
$5,000
Father’s gross monthly income = $5,000
- 250
Father pays $250 in court-ordered support
Sub-total of gross income:
$4,750

Multiply sub-total by the proportion calculated from
Table 1. Transfer this amount (this example $380) to $4,750
the “Support of Other Children” field in the
x .080
Parent’s Child Support Worksheet.
$380
Subtract adjustment amount from sub-total of gross
income. Transfer this amount (in this example
$4,370) to Line 3A in the Child Support Worksheet.

$ 4,750
-$ 380
= $4,370

ROWS

Number of
Other
Children
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total number of children the parent is legally obligated to support
(includes children being supported by court order)
COLUMNS
2
3
4
5
6
7
.125
.095
.080
.070
.055
.050
.190
.155
.135
.115
.095
.230
.205
.170
.145
.270
.225
.195
.280
.240
.290

BLANK WORKSHEET:
Step 1:
Determine Column

Step 2:
Determine Row

What is the total number of children the parent is
legally obligated to support, including children who
are subject of this support calculation? This is the
column number for this calculation.
Minus the number of children from this relationship
who are the subject of this order.

Total:
_________
Subtract:
_________

Minus other children for whom the parent is paying Subtract:
court-ordered child support.
_________
This is the row number for this calculation.

Step 3: Determine
Proportion,
Calculate, and
Transfer to
Worksheet

Total:
_________

After determining the column and row numbers, find
the correct proportion on Table 1.

.__ __ __

Mother/Father’s gross monthly income.

$_______

Minus court-ordered support parent is paying.
Sub-total of gross income:

-$______
= $______

Multiply sub-total by proportion calculated from
.__ __ __
x $_______
Table 1, above.
Transfer this amount to the “Support of Other = $______
Children” field in the Parent’s Child Support
$_______
Worksheet.
-$ ______
Subtract adjustment amount from sub-total of gross = $______
income. Transfer this amount to Line 3A in the
Parent’s Child Support Worksheet

3A Calculate the adjusted gross income (AGI) of each parent. (This amount will also

be used for Line 1 of the Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet.) If support of
other children is part of your calculation, use the blank worksheet above to
calculate the appropriate amount. After transferring the amount of the adjustment
for support of other children, continue with 3B.
3B Add together the adjusted gross income of each parent and place result in the

combined adjusted gross income field.
4 Step 4: Calculating the Preliminary Support Amount –
a. If one parent has no parenting time, the Preliminary Support Amount is
the same as the Basic Support Amount. Additional information regarding how to locate
the Basic Support Amount in the Income Look-Up Tables is provided in Addendum D.
b. When both parents have parenting time, the Preliminary Support
Amount is the Basic Support Amount adjusted to take into account the financial effects of
parenting time. See Section II(F). This adjustment is made by using the appropriate
Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet. There are two Worksheets. One Worksheet is for
equal custody cases (when one of the parents has at least 170 parenting days). The other
Worksheet (unequal custody) is for all other cases. (See Sections IV(B) and (C) where
there is divided physical custody or varying parenting time schedules among the
children.) When the appropriate Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet is completed,
transfer the Preliminary Support Amount (PSA) into the Parent’s Child Support
Worksheet. The Preliminary Support Amount is the amount in Line 8 in the equal
custody cases worksheet or Line 20 in the unequal custody Parenting Time Adjustment
Worksheet.
4A Check the appropriate box on the Parent’s Child Support Worksheet to indicate

whether Father, Mother, or neither is the Preliminary Support Obligor. This
information will be transferred from Line 21 in the unequal custody worksheet or
Line 9 in the equal custody worksheet. If neither part is the Preliminary Support
Obligor, circle Mother or Father in Line 4A, and calculate shares of child-related
expenses.
4B Next, calculate the Preliminary Support Obligor’s and the Preliminary Support

Obligee’s proportion of combined income. Place result in field 4C. See Section
II(J).
5 Step 5: Total Additional Child-Related Expenses - Adjustments for expenses such as
medical insurance coverage, childcare costs, education expenses and those costs that relate to
the needs of a specific child may be made. Adjustments to take account of childcare
expenses are not necessarily made in every case. See Section II(J)(1).
5A Calculate these expense amounts for each parent and insert them in the fields

provided.

5B Add the parents’ expenses together. (This total is the Total Additional Child-Related

Expenses and is used in Step 6.)

6 Step 6: Preliminary Support Obligor’s Share of Additional Child-Related Expenses - To
calculate the Preliminary Support Obligor’s share of total child-related expenses determined
in Step 5, multiply the total expenses found in Step 5B by the amount in 4C and record in the
6A field.
7 Step 7: Guideline Support Amount – To calculate the Guideline Support Amount, add
the Preliminary Obligor’s share of the Additional Child-Related Expenses (calculated in
Step 6A) to the Preliminary Support Amount from Step 4. See Section II(J)(5) and (K).
From this total, subtract any payments made by the Preliminary Support Obligor directly
to third parties for Additional Child-Related Expenses allowed in Step 5A. Record this
amount in the 7A field.
8

Step 8: Additional Review in Certain Exceptional Cases - In certain cases in which
the Support Obligor’s adjusted gross income is greater than $10,000 per month, an
additional adjustment may be appropriate. See Section II(O).

9

Step 9: Self-Support Reserve Test – The court shall apply the Self-Support Reserve test
to the Guideline Support Amount by deducting $903 from the Guideline Obligor’s
adjusted gross income. If the resulting amount is less than the Guideline Support Order,
the court may reduce the Final Support Order to the resulting amount after first
considering the financial impact the reduction would have on the custodial parent’s
household. See Section II(L).

10 Step 10: Support to Be Ordered - The amount ordered is usually the Guideline Support

Amount in line 7A. However, the amount ordered may be lower if the Self-Support
Reserve applies as explained in Step 9, and may be higher or lower if a deviation is
appropriate based upon the circumstances of a specific case. See Section IV(A) to see
whether a deviation may be appropriate and Sections IV(B) and (C) for circumstances in
which there is divided physical custody or varying parenting time schedules among the
children.

PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET FOR
UNEQUAL CUSTODY CASES
CALCULATE PROPORTION OF COMBINED INCOME
Line 1:
Calculate each parent’s proportion of
combined income. Divide each parent’s
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) by their
combined AGI. Use three decimal places for
proportions.
Father’s AGI:
$______________
Mother’s AGI:
$______________
Total combined AGI:
$______________

FATHER
MOTHER
Each Parent’s AGI ÷ combined AGI
(1.)

. ___ ___ ___

(1.)

.___ ___ ___

Example: Assume Mother’s Adjusted Gross Income is $3,000.
Assume the parents’ combined AGI is $7,000. ($3,000 divided
by $7,000 is .428). Enter .428 into Mother’s line (1).

BASIC SUPPORT AMOUNT AND PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT
Line 2:
Enter the number of parenting days per year
for the parent with fewer days (the
noncustodial parent) if this is not an equal
custody case. For equal custody cases, refer to
the Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for
Equal Custody Cases.
Line 3:
Look up the Basic Support Amount from the
Basic Support Look-Up Tables and enter the
amount in line (3). Follow instructions in
Addendum D for how to use the Basic
Support Amount Income Look-Up Tables.
Line 4:
Compute extra costs of children for
parenting adjustment:
Divide the parents’ combined Adjusted Gross
Income in half. Look up the amount in the
Basic Support Amount Look-Up Tables for
parents who each earn this amount and enter
on line (4). (The number will always be a
shaded number in the Look-Up Tables.)
Example:
COLUMNS
U

U

(2.)
Custody is equal by definition when both parents have at least
170 parenting days per year. Otherwise, the parent with more
physical parenting days is referred to as the custodial parent and
the one with fewer days is the noncustodial parent.

(3.)

$

If the gross monthly income falls between the incomes listed on
the tables, round-off the income to the closest income on the
tables.

Combined adjusted gross income
for Father and Mother
from Line 1 (above) and divide by 2:
$_____________ ÷ 2 = $______________
Go to Look-up Table and enter number in (4.):
(4.)

$

Example: Assume the parents’ combined Adjusted Gross
Income is $10,000 per month - half of the combined income is
$5,000. Go to the Look-Up Tables and find the Basic Support
Amount for parents who both have $5,000 income. The amount
is $698, with one child. Enter that number in line (4).

ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW

Line 5:
Enter the noncustodial parent’s parenting days
as proportion of total days.

(2.) _________ ÷ 365 = (5.)

.___ ___ ___

Divide the parenting days on line (2) by 365.

1

Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for Unequal Custody Cases

Line 6:
Compute variable cost credit:
Multiply line (5) by extra cost amount on line
(4).
Line 7:
Compute duplicated cost credit:
i.
If the number of parenting days on
line 2 is 55-163: Multiply the number
of parenting days in excess of 54 by
.009 and enter on line (7).
ii.
If the number of parenting days on
line 2 is 164 or more: Enter 1.0 on
line (7).
iii. If the number of parenting days on
line (2) is 54 or less: Skip to line (9)
and enter zero on line (9).

Line 8:
Total the duplicated cost:
Multiply the extra cost on line (4) by the
duplicated proportion on line (7).
Line 9:
Duplicated cost credit:
Multiply the cost from line (8) by the
CUSTODIAL parent’s share of combined
income from line (1).

(5.) _________
x (4.)$_________
= (6.)
i.

$

(If 55-163 days)
(2.) ______
- 54 days = ______ days
x .009 =
(7.)

ii. (If 164 days or more) = (7.) 1.0
iii. (If 54 days or less) = Skip to line (9.), enter
zero.
Example: Assume noncustodial parent has the children for 74
days per year. Since 74 is 20 days more than 54, multiply 20 by
.009. The proportion is .18. Enter .18 on line (7).

(4.) $________
x (7.) ________
(8.) $____________
x (1.) ___________

= (8.)

$

= (9.)

$

Or, if brought down from
line (7.) (iii) = (9.)

$0

Line 10:
Parenting adjustment:
Add the variable cost credit from line (6) and
the duplicated cost credit on line (9).

(6.) $________
+ (9.) $________
= (10.)

$

Line 11:
Subtract the parenting adjustment on line (10)
from the Basic Support Amount on line (3).
Note that the result may be either a positive or
a negative amount.

(3.) $_________
- (10.) $_________
= (11.)

$

1. If the amount on line (11) is positive, this is the Preliminary Support Amount and the noncustodial parent is
the Preliminary Support Obligor. In this case, go to line (20) in Step 5 and enter the appropriate values. This
completes your parenting time adjustment calculation.
2. If the amount on line (11) is negative AND the number of parenting days is 120 or less, the Preliminary
Support Amount is zero. In this case, go to line (20) in Step 5 and enter zero.
3. If the amount on line (11) is negative AND the number of parenting days on line (2) is between 120 and 170,
the Preliminary Support Amount is equal to 2% of the Equal Custody Support Amount for each parenting day
over 120 days. In this special case, continue to follow the instructions starting with line (12) below.

2

Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for Unequal Custody Cases

COMPLETE THIS SECTION ONLY IF:
Line (11) is a negative number AND the number of parenting days on
line (2) is between 120 and 170.

Row
Column

NCP Income

Line 12:
Find the Basic Support Amount of the higherincome parent. Enter that number in line (12.)
CP Income

(12.)

$

Note: This is a reverse look-up of the first look-up entered
in line (3). Previously, you located the parent with less
parenting time first (NCP), then the other parent’s income.
Here, you must find the amount by using the row for the
income of the higher-income parent (labeled as CP), and
the column (NCP) for the income of the lower-earning parent.

Line 13:
Unadjusted variable cost credit:
Divide the extra cost on line (4) by 2.
Line 14:
Unadjusted duplicated cost credit:
Multiply the lower-income parent’s share of
combined income from line (1), by extra cost
on line (4).
Line 15:
Total unadjusted parenting adjustment:
Add variable cost credit on line (13) and
duplicated cost credit on line (14).
Line 16:
Subtract the total unadjusted parenting
adjustment, line (15), from the unadjusted
Basic Support Amount on line (12).
Line 17:
Calculate interim amount:
Multiply the amount on line (16) by .02. This is
the interim amount for each day over 120 days.
Line 18:
Subtract 120 from the parenting days on line
(2).
Line 19:
Multiply the interim amount on line (17) times
the days on line (18). In this case the custodial
parent is the Preliminary Support Obligor.

(4.) $_________ ÷ 2 = (13.)

$

(1.) _________
x (4.) $_________
= (14.)

$

= (15.)

$

= (16.)

$

(16.) $_________ x .02
= (17.)

$

(13.) $_________
+ (14.) $_________

(12.) $_________
- (15.)__________

(2.) ______ - 120 = (18.)
(17.) $ ________
x (18.) ________
= (19.) $

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT AMOUNT
Line 20:
Preliminary Support Amount:
Line 21:
The Preliminary Support Obligor is:

3

(20.) $
FATHER

MOTHER

NEITHER

Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for Unequal Custody Cases

PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET FOR
EQUAL CUSTODY CASES
CALCULATE PROPORTION OF COMBINED INCOME
Line 1:
Calculate each parent’s proportion of
combined income. Divide each parent’s
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) by their
combined AGI. Use three decimal places for
proportions.
Father’s AGI:
$______________
Mother’s AGI:
$______________
Total combined AGI:
$______________

FATHER
MOTHER
Each Parent’s AGI ÷ combined AGI
(1.)

. ___ ___ ___

. ___ ___ ___

(1.)

Example: Assume Mother’s Adjusted Gross Income is $3,000.
Assume the parents’ combined income is $7,000. ($3,000
divided by $7,000 is .428). Enter .428 into Mother’s line (1).

BASIC SUPPORT AMOUNT AND PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT
If parents have equal custody and equal Adjusted Gross Incomes the Preliminary Support Amount is
zero. Skip to line (8) and enter zero.
Otherwise, if parents have equal custody and unequal Adjusted Gross Incomes, continue with line (2.).
Custody is equal by definition when both parents have at least 170 parenting days per year.
Otherwise, the parent with more physical parenting days is referred to as the custodial parent and the one with fewer
days is the noncustodial parent.

Line 2:
Look up the Basic Support Amount from the
Basic Support Look-Up Tables and enter the
amount in line (2). If the gross monthly
income falls between the incomes listed on the
tables, round-off the income to the closest
income on the tables.
Line 3:
Compute extra costs of children:
Divide the parents’ combined Adjusted Gross
Income in half. Look up the amount in the
Basic Support Amount Look-Up Tables for
parents who each earn this amount and enter
on line (3). This is the extra cost of the
children for parenting adjustment. (The
number will always be a shaded number in the
Look-Up Tables.) Example:
COLUMNS
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW

1

(2.)

$

The parent with the lower income will use the COLUMN
income, while the parent with the higher income will use the
ROW income.

Combined adjusted gross income
for Father and Mother
from Line 1 (above) and divide by 2:
$_____________ ÷ 2 = $______________
Go to Look-up Table and enter number:
(3.) $
Example: Assume the parents’ combined Adjusted Gross
Income is $10,000 per month - half of the combined income is
$5,000. Go to the Look-Up Tables and find the Basic Support
Amount for parents who both have $5,000 income. The amount
is $698, with one child. Enter that number in line (3).

Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for Equal Custody Cases

Line 4:
Compute equal custody variable cost credit:
Divide line (3.) amount by 2.
Line 5:
Compute equal custody duplicated cost
credit:
Multiply the lower income parent’s proportion
of combined income from line (1.) by the
amount on line (3.).

(3.) _________ ÷ 2 = (4.)

Lower income parent’s proportion (1.) _________ x
(3.)$_________= (5.)

$

(4.) $_____________
+ (5.) $_____________

Line 6:
Compute the equal custody parenting
adjustment:
Add lines (4.) and line (5.).

= (6.)

Line 7:
Compute the equal custody Preliminary
Support Amount:
Subtract line (6.) from the Basic Support
Amount on line (2.). Enter this number in line
(8.).

$

$

(2.) $_____________
- (6.) $_____________
= (7.)

$

Note that in an equal custody case, the Preliminary Support
Obligor is always the higher-income parent.

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT AMOUNT
Line 8:
Preliminary Support Amount
Line 9:
The Preliminary Support Obligor is:
Circle Father, Mother, or Neither

2

(8.)

FATHER

$

MOTHER

NEITHER

Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet for Equal Custody Cases

ADDENDUM C
PARENT’S CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET

Date Prepared:___________

Prepared By: __________________

Case No. ___________________________
__________________________________________ )
)
Name of Petitioner
ATLAS No. ________________________
) 1
)
and
) Name: ____________________ DOB:________________ Age: ____
__________________________________________ ) Name: ____________________ DOB:________________ Age: ____
Name of Respondent )
Name: ____________________ DOB:________________ Age: ____

Name: ____________________ DOB:________________ Age: ____

PARENT’S CHILD SUPPORT
WORKSHEET
(January 1, 2011 Guidelines)

2

Primary Residential Parent is (X):

Father

INCOME—SECTION II(A)

Monthly

Gross Monthly Income:

Actual grade:

Youngest grade estimated:
Presumptive Termination Date:

Mother
Annually

Equal

Hourly

Father
2

Mother
3

ADJUSTMENTS TO INCOME—SECTION II(D)
Court-ordered spousal maintenance (- Paid) / + Received
Court-ordered support being paid for other children
Support of other children—Insert amount calculated from instruction sheet
3A ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME—SECTION II(E)

$

$

+/- $

+/- $

-$
-$

-$
-$

3A $

$
3B $

3B COMBINED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
4

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT AMOUNT INCLUDING PARENTING
TIME ADJUSTMENT—SECTION II(F)

Preliminary Support Amount

$

4

(FROM THE PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET)

4A

Mother

Father

Father

Neither

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT OBLIGOR—SECTION II(G)

Mother

4B Determine Preliminary Support Obligor’s and Obligee’s proportion of combined income Section II(J)
Mother/Father or PSA Obligor: 3A $
÷ 3B $
- 4$
=$
Mother/Father or PSA Obligee: 3A $
$
$
=
+ 4
÷ 3B $
5

7

4C

%

4C

%

TOTAL ADDTL. CHILD-RELATED EXPENSES —SECTION II(J)
$

$

$
$
$

$
$
$

Total expenses paid by each parent: 5A $
Total Additional Child-Related Expenses:

$

Medical support
Childcare costs
Education expenses
Extraordinary child expenses

6

=
=

5B $

PRELIMINARY SUPPORT OBLIGOR’S (PSO) SHARE OF ADDITIONAL CHILD-RELATED EXPENSES
5B $

X

4C

%

=

6A $

6A $

+

4

%

=

7 $

GUIDELINE SUPPORT AMOUNT

7A

Subtract payments Mother/Father or PSO made to third parties for child-related expenses

7

$

-

=

5A $

7A $

8

ADDITIONAL REVIEW IN CERTAIN CASES—See Section II(O) if Support Obligor’s income is greater than $10,000

9

SELF SUPPORT RESERVE TEST, if applicable

3A $

-

$903 = $

10 SUPPORT TO BE ORDERED—(Circle one) Paid by: MOTHER / FATHER / NEITHER
*

For any circled number, read the corresponding instruction in Addendum B.

10 $

Reflects
the child support order
amount unless
the Self Support Reserve
Test applies to
this case.
Transfer final
amount to 10

ADDENDUM D
ABOUT THE BASIC SUPPORT AMOUNT
INCOME LOOK-UP TABLES

ABOUT THE BASIC SUPPORT AMOUNT
INCOME LOOK-UP TABLES
ONLINE CALCULATOR ACCESS
If you have access to a computer you can calculate child support by going on-line and
locating the statewide child support calculator and forms at:
http://www.azcourts.gov/cscommittees/ChildSupportGuidelinesReviewCommittee.aspx.
The Basic Support Amount Income Look-Up Tables are located in a separate document
and are a part of the Arizona Child Support Guidelines - 2011. The income tables are also
available on-line at:
http://www.azcourts.gov/cscommittees/ChildSupportGuidelinesReviewCommittee.aspx.
If manually calculating child support, a parenting time adjustment calculation will be
required. Locate the proper form entitled Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet in
Addendum B. Be sure to use the correct form. Choose the “equal custody cases” form
when each parent has at least 170 parenting days. Choose the “unequal custody cases”
form when one parent has less than 170 parenting days. When the Preliminary Support
Amount has been calculated (Step 4 of Addendum B), transfer that amount to the
Parent’s Child Support Worksheet and continue the manual calculation.
BASIC SUPPORT AMOUNT INCOME LOOK-UP TABLES
Number of Children
There are different look-up tables for different numbers of children. It is important to
make sure you are referring to the correct income look-up table. Fig. 1 shows an example
of an income table for one child. This information is located on the bottom of each
income table page.
Fig. 1 - Example of Number of children on Look-up Income Table Page

ORGANIZATION OF TABLES
Table of Contents – Page Numbers
A Table of Contents is located in the front of the look-up tables to help you locate the
income amounts quickly. First, select the appropriate Table of Contents for the number
of children that are the subject of the calculation. Each Table of Contents is then
organized by the noncustodial parents’ income (from $0 to $20,000), and by the custodial
parents’ income (also from $0 to $20,000). (See Fig. 2.)

Fig. 2 - From the Table of Contents

THE PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEETS
Depending upon your circumstances, it may be necessary to refer to the income tables
two or three times in order to determine the Preliminary Support Amount. When using
the unequal custody cases Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet, a Basic Support
Amount look-up is requested in Line 3 and Line 4, and in special circumstances in
Line12, as noted below. The method of calculating the Basic Support Amount for these
lines varies and is detailed below.
UNEQUAL CUSTODY PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET
CALCULATING Line 3
When Line 3 instructions asks the user to “look up the Basic Support Amount” refer to
the Basic Support Amount Income Look-Up Tables, which is a separate document from
the Arizona Child Support Guidelines – 2011. First, locate the section that corresponds to
the noncustodial parents’ income. Once you locate the appropriate section, go down the
list of “Custodial Parent” incomes and find the range of incomes that match the custodial
parent’s income. (The example in Fig. 2 reflects the noncustodial parent’s monthly
income at $2,850 and the custodial parent’s monthly income at $1,750.) To the right of
the custodial parent’s income is the page number that reflects the specific incomes.
(Using the example above, the corresponding look-up table is located on page 9.) Next,
locate the noncustodial parent’s income in the lightly-shaded column on the left and the
custodial parent’s income on the darker-shaded row across the top. (See Fig. 3) Move
across and down the respective column and row for the number that will be transferred
and calculated into the worksheet. In this example, $576 is the amount from the look-up
table.
Fig. 3 - Locate Look-up Amount

ROW INCOMES

C
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UNEQUAL CUSTODY PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET
CALCULATING Line 4
Line 4 instructions vary from Line 3 because the user
is asked to find the Basic Support Amount for the
combined adjusted gross income of the parents divided
by two. This means that the user will be locating a
Basic Support Amount that is based on an equal
income of the parents, regardless of what their adjusted
gross income was calculated at in Line 1. The “equal
earner’s” Basic Support Amount will always be a
number on the shaded diagonal.
UNEQUAL CUSTODY PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET
CALCULATING Line 12
If the amount on Line 11 is negative AND the number of parenting days on Line 2 is
between 120 and 170 days, the Preliminary Support Amount is equal to 2% of the Equal
Custody Support Amount for each parenting day over 120 days. The calculation will
then continue on Line 12. Here, the Basic Support Amount for Line 12 is based on
income of both parents. Find the Basic Support Amount by using the ROW for the
income of the higher-income parent and the COLUMN for the income of the lowerearning parent. At this point, the labels across the headers of “Custodial Parent” and
“Noncustodial Parent” incomes are not to be considered.

EQUAL CUSTODY PARENTING TIME ADJUSTMENT WORKSHEET
CALCULATING Line 2 AND Line 3
When using the equal custody cases Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet, a Basic
Support Amount look-up is required in Line 2 and Line 3. The method for looking up
these amounts is identical to the method noted above for Line 3 and Line 4.
EQUAL CUSTODY CASES
Question: When using an equal Parenting Time Adjustment Worksheet, which
parent’s income is the “custodial parent” (column incomes) and which parent’s
income is the “noncustodial parent” (row incomes)?
Answer: In equal custody cases (where both parents have at least 170 parenting
days per year), the parent with the lower income will use the COLUMN income,
while the parent with the higher income will use the ROW income.
ROUNDING-OFF INCOMES
If the gross monthly incomes fall between the incomes listed in the rows and columns,
you may round-off the income to the closest income on the tables. For example, if the
gross monthly income of the custodial parent is $2,363, then choose $2,350 for the
income rather than $2,400 because $2,350 is only $13.00 more, while $2,400 is $37
more.

MORE THAN FOUR CHILDREN
If you are calculating child support for five or more children, the court may increase the
amount from the amount derived utilizing four children if it finds that a higher amount is
appropriate, after considering the factors in A.R.S. § 25-320(D).

DISCLAIMER
The purpose of this instruction for manual calculation of child support
is informational and educational only and does not constitute legal
advice. The amount of child support a court will order for any
particular case may be different from the amount estimated by the
calculator. The court has the final authority to determine the amount of
child support awarded. The amount yielded by this calculator is only an
estimate and is not a guarantee of the amount of child support that will
be awarded. Please see an attorney for more detailed information.

ADDENDUM E
CORRELATION TABLE
2005 GUIDELINES TO 2010 GUIDELINES

CORRELATION TABLE FOR 2005/2010 GUIDELINES
2005 GUIDELINE SECTION

2010 GUIDELINE SECTION

CORRELATION TABLE FOR 2005/2010 GUIDELINES
2005 GUIDELINE SECTION

2010 GUIDELINE SECTION

Table of Contents
Background
1. Purposes
1.(A)
1.(B)
1.(C)
1.(D)
2. Premises
2.(A)
2.(B)
2.(C)
2.(D)
2.(E)
2.(F)
2.(G)1

Stricken - no correlation

I(A) Purposes

I(B) Premises
I(B)(1) Premises
I(B)(3) Premises
I(B)(4) Premises
I(B)(2) Premises
I(C) Presumption, II(K)
I(B)(5) Premises
II(I) More than Four Children

II(H) When a Parent's Income is More
than $20,000
3. Presumption
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V(A)(1), (2) Duration and Termination
4. (A), (B) Duration of Child Support
of Child Support
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II(B)(1) Inclusions to Gross Income
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5.(B)
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2.(G)2

5.(C)

II(B)(3) Self-Employment

5.(D)
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5.(E)

II(B)(5) Unemployed/Underemployed

5.(E)1
5.(E)2
5.(E)3
5.(E)4
5.(F)
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6.(C)
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IV(A)(3) Deviation
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II(J)(4) Medical Support
Support Obligation
9.(B)(1)
II(J)(1) Childcare Costs
9.(B)2

II(J)(2) Education Expenses

9.(B)3

II(J)(3) Extraordinary Child

9.(B)4

Stricken - no correlation
10. Determining Each Parent's
Proportionate Share of the Total Child II(J)Adjustments to Support
Support Obligation
11. Adjustment for Costs Associated
with Parenting Time
11.(A)

II(F) Adjusting Support Amounts to
Reflect the Parenting Time Allocation
II(F)(3)(a)

2005 GUIDELINE SECTION

2010 GUIDELINE SECTION

2005 GUIDELINE SECTION
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11.(C)
11.(C)1
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20.(B)1

11.(C)2
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III(A) Court's Findings
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24. Modification

V(C) Modification
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